
Shlomo’s Beit HaMikdash 
 

Furniture & Keilim: 11 for Healing Kohen Gadol/Mizbei’ach: 
11 for Atoning Ketoret Spices:i 

11 for Harmonizing 

Item Sefira  Avot Angels Body Part Part of World Amida Heals 
Ark Keter Enosh + 

Jews + 
Righteous 
Gentiles 

Archangel Uriel (or 
Enosh) controls the 3 
Air Mazalot Angelsii 
(Teumim, Moznaim, 
Dli)  

Ark: 
Coronary 
Arteries 
Kaporet: 
Nerves, 
nervous 
system 
Tablets: 2 
left valves 
Torah: 2 
right valves 
+ 
pulmonary 
artery 

Ark: Archetypal Hand; 
“Poteiach et yadecha 
u’masbia l’chol chai 
ratzon”; connected to 2 
hands in Shulchan. 
Kaporet: Division 
between our world and 
Gan Eden. (Archetypal 
hand travels between 
our world and Gan 
Eden.) Tablets: Lungs; 
part of sacrifice that you 
can’t eat. Torah: 
Wildflowers of Eretz 
Yisrael; includes herbs 
and spices that heal: 
Herbs--Hashem tells 
Adam and Chava they 
can have “herbs” for 
food + medicinal herbs. 
Spices--Ketoret spices 
heal.  

Adonai 
sifasai 
tiftach, 
u’fee yagid 
tehilatecha 

Ark: Closedness of 
Coronary Arteries. 
Kaporet: Nerves, 
nervous system--
Universal healing on 
whatever is wrong 
here. Tablets: Two 
heart valves—left side: 
mitral valve is first half 
of the luchot (between 
man and G-d); tricuspid 
valve is second half of 
luchot (between man 
and man). Universal 
healing on whatever is 
wrong here. Torah: 
Two heart valves—
right side: pulmonary 
and aortic valves. 
Universal healing on 
whatever is wrong 
here. 

Left Kruv Chochma Adam Archangel Gavriel (or 
Adam) controls the 3 
Fire Mazalot Angels 
(Taleh, Aryeh, Keshet) 

Left brain Arctic polar capiii Magein 
Avraham 

Closedness of the 
heart’s left auricle and 
ventricle 

Right Kruv Bina Chavaiv Archangel Refael (or 
Chava) controls the 3 
Earth Mazalot Angels 
(Shor, Betula, Gedi) 

Right brain Clouds above Finland, 
Sweden, Norway, 
Icelandv 

Mechayei 
HaMeitim 

Closedness of the 
heart’s right auricle and 
ventricle 

Ark Poles Da’at Shem Archangel Michael (or 
Shem) controls the 3 
Water Mazalot Angels 
(Sartan, Akrav, Dagim) 

 Equator, Tropic of 
Cancer, Tropic of 
Capricornvi  

HaKeil 
HaKadosh 

Smell 

Menora Chesed Avraham  Left eye Continental Europevii  Chonein 
HaDa’at 

Enlightenment 

Shulchan
viii  

Gevura Yitzchak  Right eye Ural Mountainsix HaRotzeh 
B’Teshuva 

Parnassax 

Gold 
Mizbei’ach 

Tiferet Yaakov  Third eye Eiffel Towerxi Chanun 
HaMarbeh 
LiSloach 

Lashon HaRa; division 
between people 

Left Pillar Netzach Moshe 5 Archangels 
(nisichim Amos 
(Medea), Hizkiyahu 
(Rome), Mashiach 
(Iran) +2) (or Moshe) 
control 65 Netzach 
Angels for total of 70 
angels for 70 nations 

Left leg Black Seaxii Go’eil 
Yisrael 

Left ovary/testis 

Right Pillar Hod Aharon  Right leg Caspian Seaxiii Rofei 
Cholei 
Amo 
Yisrael 

Right ovary/testis 

Clothing::Furniture 
 
Gold Clothes::Gold 
Furniturexvii 
 

Choshen::Ark  
Choshen parallels ark: a) 2 
Shoham stones--2 Kruvim. 
b) 12 Gemstones--12 
Tribes/Kaporet. c) Urim--
smoke from incense. 
d) Tumim--gold pan. 
Sefira: Keter. Shemoneh 
Esrei: Melech Oheiv 
Tzedaka U’Mishpat. 
Atones for: Ivus HaDin: 
Corruption of justice by 
judges (and theft).   
 

Me’il::Menora  
Sefira: Chesed. 
Shemoneh Esrei: Mish’an 
U’Mivtach LaTzadikim. 
Atones for: Lashon HaRa. 
 

Ephod::Shulchan 
Sefira: Gevura. 
Shemoneh Esrei: Bonei 
Yerushalayim. Atones for: 
Idolatry. 
 

Tzitz::Incense Altar 
Sefira: Tiferet. Shemoneh 
Esrei: Matzmi’ach Keren 
Yeshua. Atones for: 
Arrogance turning into 
jealousy. 
 
White Linen::White 
Stone & Copper 
 

Mitznefet::Left Pillar 
Sefira: Netzach. 
Shemoneh Esrei: 
Shomei’a Tefila. Atones 
for: Pride. 
 

Avnet::Right Pillar 
Sefira: Hod. Shemoneh 
Esrei: HaMachazir 
Shechinato L’Tzion. 
Atones for: Impure 
meditations of the heart. 
 

Kutonet::Kiyor 
Sefira: Yesod. Shemoneh 
Esrei: HaTov Shimcha 
U’Licha Na’eh LeHodot. 

Myrrh (Mor)/Arabia::Ark 
 
Cinnamon Bark (Kinaman)/ 
Ceylon::Left Kiruv 
 
Cassia (Kida)/ China::Right 
Kiruv 
  
Balsam (Nataf)/ 
Mecca::Menora 
 
Frankincense (Levona)/ 
India::Showbread 
Table/Shulchan 
 
Onycha/Shechelet-
Tziporen/ Indian 
Ocean::Gold Incense Altar 
 
Saffron (Karkom)::Left Pillar 
 
Spikanard (Shibolet 
Nard)::Right Pillar 
 
Fragrant Cane (Kenneh 
Bosem)/ Europe::Porch 
 
Costus (kosh’t)/ Asia::Kiyor 
 
Galbanum (Chelbana)/ 
Persia + other 10 
spices::Ark poles + other 10 
furniture items 
 
Materials/Sefirot 
Gold: Keter 
 

Three Flutes: Chochma, 
Bina, Da’at 
 

Tola'at Shani Wool: 
Chesed 
 

Techelet Wool: Gevura 
 

Argaman Wool: Tiferet 
 

Copper: Netzach 
 

Linen/Flax: Hod 
 

Tachash Skins and Silver: 
Yesod 
 
Reddened Rams Skins: 
Malchut 
 



Porch Yesod Yosef  Reproduct
ionxiv 

Greek Empire--N. half 
of Mediterranean 

Mevarech 
HaShanim 

Male and Female 
Procreative Organ  

Kiyor Malchut Kiyor: 
David/ 
Mashiach. 
12 Oxen: 
12 Tribesxv 

 Collective Vatican Mikabeitz 
Nidchei 
Amo 
Yisrael 

Kiyor Bowl: 248 
eivarim (organs). 12 
Oxen: 365 gidim 
(sinews) 

Parochet Malchut Rivka  Chest British Islesxvi  Lungs  

Atones for: same as 
michnasayim. 
 

Michnasayim::Porch 
Sefira: Gevura, Hod, 
Malchut (3 parts to 
michnasayim).  
Shemoneh Esrei: 
Lamalshinim, HaMivareich 
Et Amo Yisrael BaShalom 
Atones for: Lewdness. 
 
Mizbei’achxviii 
Sefira: Borrowed Chesed, 
Gevura, Tiferet from the 
Tolaat Shani, Tekhelet, 
Argaman dyes added to 
Kiyor water.  Avot: Rachel 
& Leah.xix Body Part: 
Liver. Part of World: Har 
Sinai. Atones for: Anger 
and other.  

GEOGRAPHICAL SEFIRA HEALING PATTERNS 
Note  There are 4 geographical sefira patterns:  

• Europe  including: Arctic Circle and clouds above Scandinavia (north); northern rim of the Mediterranean Sea (south); Iceland (west); and Ural Mountains/Caspian Sea (east). Details in above 
chart. 

• N. Africa Horizontally  Sudan-Sahara-West Coast of Africa. Kodesh HaKodashim: Ethiopia. Keter: 3 healing pyramid-shaped crystals housed in an Egyptian pyramid (not in Luxor), 
represented by the 3 Ark walls; Entry point is Alexandria. Chochma: 2nd pyramid in Luxor (King Tut’s tomb). Daat is the whole Tropic of Cancer. Kodesh: Contains 11 power points, including 
Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia.  

• Globe North-South: Vancouver-Amazon (skirts Peru/parochet)-southern tip Argentina. A narrow area only on the Rockie Mts., and Andes Mts. Crystal energy (including diamonds) & metals. 
Keter: The 3 healing pyramid-shaped crystals; Entry point is Gan Eden  Bina: 4 hrs E of Seattle  Daat: Tijuana Coast  Parochet: Peru—4 corners; connected to the four fibers  Kodesh: Pacific 
Ocean (a giant healing vessel) due to being formed by a meteor. Note  Hawaiians are cohanim of Pacific Ocean model. 

• Globe East-West: Egypt, East India, continental shelf of Nova Scotia.  Keter: Entry point is Har Sinai. Chochma: 1st Luxor pyramid (Cleopatra). Kodesh: Pacific Ocean (a giant healing vessel) 
Note Hawaiians are cohanim of Pacific Ocean model. 
 

HEALING ENERGY SOURCES 
There are two healing energy sources in this plan:  

• The 3 pyramid-shaped crystals housed in a pyramid in Egypt (not Luxor)—represented in the Beit HaMikdash by the 3 layers of Aron Kodesh, and  
• Gan Eden-- represented in the Beit HaMikdash by the Kruvim. 

 
The Old World represents the Kodesh HaKodashim and the new world (Pacific arena) represents the Kodesh. The parts of the Kodesh representing Tijuana (middle lamp of the menorah; lamps 2 and 6 
also represent two of the 10 power points) get healing energy from the 3 layers of the ark, and the parts of the Kodesh representing Ravda Bulgaria (frankincense on the shulchan) get healing energy from 
the kruvim. The lamp acts as a positive pole and frankincense acts as a negative pole. This turns the Kodesh into a giant healing battery. Why does Tijuana's healing energy, from the 3 layers of the ark, 
need to pass through the parochet and Ravda's healing, from the kruvim, don't have any intermediary? Is Ravda's energy a "returning" energy? Yes. So as a negative pole, it shoots healing energy back 
toward the kruvim? Yes. What happens to the energy once it gets to the kruvim?  Seeing it rise up like smoke. 
  
The menorah’s olive oil is the vehicle for the Torah knowledge of the 3 layers of the ark and the frankincense is the vehicle for love between the kruvim. 
 
The incense altar creates a harmonizing function between the ark and the kruvim; the ark represents healing and the kruvim represent atonement, as per our chart above.  
So Ravda Bulgaria represents the Kruvim, the 3 crystals represent the ark, and the 10 power points around the Pacific represent 10 important points of the kodesh. Is this correct? 
Now we have said that Tijuana gets healing energy from the 3 layers of the ark and also from the 3 pyramidal crystals. And Ravda Bulgaria gets healing energy both from Gan Eden and from the kruvim/ 
 
PACIFIC OCEAN 
Pacific Ocean as a healing vessel is encompassed by 5 healing power-point pairs; each place complements the other in the pair:  

I. Gold (Tijuana) Coast (accesses healing energy directly from the 3 pyramidal crystals as well as through the 4 Mideast points Luxor, Hatzor, Copper Mines, Midian) 
Pairs with Villa Livia, Sunny Beach, Ravda, Bulgaria (accesses healing energy from Gan Eden) 
II. Luxor, Egypt (connects to Gan Eden) 
Pairs with Wakaejima (Wakaejima protects the 3 pyramidal crystals) 
III. Hatzor (connects to Gan Eden) 
Pairs with Hiroshima (connects to the 3 pyramidal crystals) 



IV. Copper Mines (connects to Gan Eden) 
Pairs with Hokkaido (connects to the 3 pyramidal crystals) 
V. Midian (connects to Gan Eden) 
Pairs with Okinawa (connects to the 3 pyramidal crystals) 

Moreover, the 3 healing pyramid-shaped crystals are accessible not just in Tijuana but also in two power points in the western Aleutian Islands and two power points in the South Pacific Islands. These 
power points get their healing energy (indirectly) from the 3 healing pyramid-shaped crystals via the 3 Mideast locations--Midian, Copper mines, Hatzor--and just need the Egyptian energy activated. 
There is a 10th power point in Puget Sound/Seattle Bay, which receives healing energy via the Black Sea from Morocco’s Atlas Mountains (sefira: netzach) and also from the trees. So we have 8 power 
points on the Pacific Ocean’s west side and two on its east side.  
 
Here is a clear list of the above points: 
 
Connect to Gan Eden: 
a) Ravda 
b) Luxor 
c) Hatzor 
d) Copper Mines 
e) Midian 
 
Connect to 3 Pyramidal Crystals: 
a) Tijuana Coast 
b) Wakaejima 
c) Hiroshima 
d) Hokkaido 
e) Okinawa 
f)  2 western Aleutian islands--get their healing energy via Midian, Copper mines, Hatzor, and Luxor. 
g) 2 South Pacific islands--get their healing energy via Midian, Copper mines, Hatzor, and Luxor. 
 
Connect to Neither Gan Eden nor 3 Pyramidal Crystals but Get Healing Energy from Trees: 

• Puget Sound/Seattle Bay 
• 2 more points 

 
The 10 Pacific power points (9 connected to the 3 Pyramidal Crystals plus Puget Sound/Seattle Bay) are represented in the Kodesh as 3 in the menora; 6 in the shulchan; and the cohein who bakes the 
bread. 
The above 3 lists form a large battery with the Old World (connecting to Gan Eden) the positive pole and the Pacific arena (connecting to 3 Pyramidal Crystals) the negative pole. 
The Pacific Ocean is represented in the Beit HaMikdash by the left whole tablet, which connects to the entire kodesh. New Zealand—the masach--is represented in the Beit HaMikdash by the right whole 
tablet, which connects to the masach. 
 
3 GEOGRAPHICAL SOURCES OF DISCOVERED HEALING 
There are 3 geographical sources of discovered healing: Egypt, India, and Upper Nile.  
 
Egypt-Discovered Healing 
Name of Healing: No name; two types, one involving honey 
Representation on the Geographical Healing Maps: Continental Europe and one more 
In that the Black Sea denotes netzach, and is therefore connected to (and its angels ruled by) the Egyptian Moshe, there is a correlation between Tijuana’s 3 crystals’ Egyptian origin and Puget 
Sound/Seattle Bay’s Egyptian-based spiritual origins (although the Black Sea is not connected to the 3 pyramid-shaped crystals). Moshe, and Moshe’s reincarnation the Baal Shem Tov, are generally in 
charge of all Egyptian-discovered healing.  
Representation in the Beit HaMikdash: Beit HaMikdash. 
 
India-Discovered Healing 
Name of Healing: Two types: Ayurvedic medicine and Reiki. 
India-discovered and Upper Nile-discovered healing have indirect representation in 2 places in the Beit HaMikdash and are represented in 3 of the 4 geographical sefira healing maps.  
Representation in the Beit HaMikdash: 3 crystals, including a turquoise one and a brown one (not amber) 
Representation on the Geographical Healing Maps: India-discovered healing is represented by North Africa Horizontally map. 
 
Upper Nile-Discovered Healing 
Name of Healing: There are three Upper Nile-Discovered types of healing.  
Representation in the Beit HaMikdash: Represented in the Beit HaMikdash by Lotus Flower, which is a korban (not offered in the place of Bikurim) and a copper serpent (iguana), near the kiyor.  
Representation on the Geographical Healing Maps: Upper Nile-Discovered Healing is represented by the Globe E-W map. 
 
ATLANTIC OCEAN 
There are 3 power points on the east and west sides of the Atlantic Ocean: Bermuda Triangle, Eiffel Tower, and Cologne, Germany. 



 
SUN & MOON PATTERNS 
There are 11 healing crystals, connected to the Beit HaMikdash’s 11 furniture items: 
The 3 pyramidal crystals are represented by the 3 layers of the Aron Kodesh. 
 
The 12 choshen stones and 3 pyramidal crystals get energized by the sun, which is represented in the Kodesh by the left pillar (netzach), in the Kodesh HaKodashim by the left tablet, and in world 
geography by the Pacific Ocean (which in turn connects to the sun and the Black Sea).  The left pillar was a pyramidal healing crystal and receiver for all 3 pyramidal crystals in Egypt. 
The black shoham stones, as well as moonstones, connect to the moon and the Beit HaMikdash’s right pillar. The Caspian Sea connects to the Atlantic Ocean. 
 
AMAZON RIVER 
The medicinal plants of the Amazon are connected to the Pacific Ocean’s healing power. The Amazon River is connected to the Mediterranean Sea and we would therefore regard the Mediterranean as a 
river and not a sea. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                            
i The 11 ketoret spices parallel the 11 healing furniture items (but not the mizbei’ach + High Priest garments). The spice that goes with that furniture is the parallel spice. The spices represent places in the world--most in Asia; some in 
Europe. The ketoret spices heal in two ways: 

• They harmonize the healing and atoning functions of Beit HaMikdash furniture and mizbei’ach/High Priest clothing. 
• They blot out traces of sins. 

When incense altar lit in morning, the first place the smoke reaches is the top of the copper mizbei'ach (which represents Har Sinai), representing Hashem's coming down to the mount--symbol of love. 
ii Each mazala (Zodiac constellation sign) angel has the same name as its mazala (in Hebrew). Each mazala angel’s representation is woven into the parochet (tapestry dividing the Holy of Holies from the Holy). The woven mazala 
shows on both sides to show that each mazala operates in both upper and lower worlds: Heaven and Earth. 
iii (Reminiscent of the static frozenness of the world of What Is of Chochma).  
iv Jews + Righteous Gentiles belong above Chava as her children. 
v Portal for sending healing and water to the whole earth (reminiscent of the fluidity of the sefira of Bina-extrapolation). Kjolen Mts of Scandinavia represent smoke from the incense on Yom Kippur. 
vi Tropic of Cancer (Left pole when looking at Kodesh HaKodashim from the Kodesh; note that one of the Tropic of Cancer’s angels is “Sartan”--Cancer); Tropic of Capricorn (Right pole). Lines of stability for hurricane zones. Parallel 
Tropics latitudinal lines parallel the Ark’s parallel poles. Every 3 years the Tropics work on another 2 important people--one person to get help and another to get a tikkun. Now: 
Trump—The hurricanes take attention away from what he is doing--important because sitra achra trying to stop him right now. Jacqueline Kennedy--Effecting a tikun for her.  
Note This region accumulates sin’at chinam. There is a parallel between the function of smelling and the function of removing sin’at chinam from two people every 3 years. Removing the sin’at chinam stabilizes this region.  
vii The energy of Continental Europe’s mountain ranges represent the menora branches: 
Lamp on Menora (left to right)::Mountain::Sefira 
1::Apennines::Chesed 
2::Alps::Netzach 
3::Balkan Mountains::Hod 
Central Lamp::Matterhorn::Malchut 
4::Massif Central::Yesod 
5::Pyrenees::Gevura 
6::Meseta::Tiferet 
 
Three Junctions (below central lamp on central stem): 

• Carpathian Mountains 
• Austrian Mountains (not Alps) 
• Grenoble 

 
Menora Base 

• Upper Base: Granada 
• Lower Base: Madrid 

 
Menora as Enlightenment: There is a functional parallel between Continental Europe and Enlightenment: Mostly Italy; some Greece. (Italy was more receptive to Enlightenment than was Greece.)  Explosion of Atlantis was power 
input into the Egg of Continental Europe to grow toward enlightenment. Italy/Greece received this power input and became threshold to ignite rest of Europe. Further north in Europe, there was less culture because it was further 
away. Atlantis exploded during Yetiziat Mitzrayim; it exploded away from Mitzrayin, which is why it exploded north. Atlantis was Gan Eden. With Yetziat Mitzrayim, Gan Eden could now be created on earth, so there was no reason for 
Atlantis anymore. Why did Europe need enlightenment? Europe here means Crete and Santorini before they had put together any culture. Inhabitants came from Asia Minor after the explosion and needed a culture. They had been a 
low segment of Asia Minor society and didn’t get to express themselves. This was the first time there was an issue of enlightenment in the world, as the other Asia Minor people had created culture with their own hands. The benefit 
was that enlightenment spread to rest of Europe.  
Re Italy: Both sides of the Alps (French side and Italian side) make cheese from their goats grazing on the mountain wildflowers--as if the Alps are giving off a certain power to be prosperous. Indeed, there is a connection between 
prosperity and netzach (Alps), in that giving over of wisdom through the generations generates prosperity. These European wildflowers represent Israeli wild flowers. Shlomo HaMelech knew what to plant in the four underground 
rivers starting at the Beit HaMikdash. European wildflowers are sustained from the Gichon (one of the four underground rivers). A second river extends to Casablanca in Morocco and balances the Gichon on other side of the 
Mediterranean. 



                                            
viii Shlomo put an extra 9 showbread tables in his Temple for a total of 10. Each table had 12 loaves of bread, equalling 120 loaves. They heal the 12 meridians, which are divided into 10 sections each. Besides being meridians in the 
body, these are meridians above the earth in the world of angels. These are “mission” angels (as opposed to archangels, country angels, nature angels), who use the meridians as cable cars.  
ix Ural Mountains separate continental Europe from Russia. The southeastern boundary of continental Europe in this schema is the southern tip of the Ural Mountains just north of the Caspian Sea. It excludes Turkey, which is why 
Turkey is causing so much trouble today. Note that the Ukraine was called the “breadbasket” of the Soviet Union; it is the part of the world that represents the Lechem HaPanim!  
x The two racks on the Shulchan were made of 14 pipes each, corresponding to the number of bones in each hand. Thus G-d’s “hands,” so to speak, kept watch over the breads (parnassa) and made sure to keep them warm and 
fresh over the week. 
xi Incense altar is a harmonizing force/faculty between Chesed and Gevura. The area of the Eiffel Tower is an energy receptor that had been misused before the Eiffel Tower was built.  Although Jews were involved in planning the 
Eiffel Tower, they were not aware of what they were doing energetically.  
xii Western part of Black Sea. Sea of Marmara (with the Bosporus Strait in the east and the Dardanelles Strait in the west) represents the Fallopian Tube from the Black Sea’s ovary into the womb of the Mediterranean Sea. 
xiii (input in north; output in south) 
xivAlso: 

• Hearing—Gong in the morning; soon before reciting the Shema Yisrael--”Hear” O Israel.  
• Touch--10 fingers represented by Shlomo’s 10 kiyor.  

There are thousands of power points at the intersection between poles and porch. This is a fertility healing point and portal for thousands of neshamot entering the world at time of conception. 
Note The Five Basins on each side of the porch, representing 10 fingers, represent the Shechina’s 10 withdrawals from the Kodesh HaKodashim and the 10 steps of her return.  Also represents Israel and its 10 levels of kedusha. 
Greece (porch) and Israel share resources.  
xv Reuven: Ruby (red) choshen crystal; Cancer/Tammuz zodiac sign; Gevura sefira: SHULCHAN 
Shimon: Jade or topaz (green) choshen crystal; Leo/Aryeh zodiac sign; Malchut sefira: KIYOR 
Levi: Agate (gray) choshen crystal; Virgo/Betula zodiac sign; Tiferet sefira: INCENSE ALTAR 
Yehuda: Carbuncle (bluish-green) choshen crystal; Aries/Taleh zodiac sign; Crown of Priesthood sefira: ALMOND STAFF 
Yisaschar: Lapis-lazuli (blue) choshen crystal; Taurus/Shor zodiac sign; Bina sefira: RIGHT KRUV 
Zevulun: Agate (Red, white, & black striped) choshen crystal; Gemini/Teomim zodiac sign; Hod sefira: RIGHT PILLAR 
Dan: Turquoise (blue) choshen crystal; Capricorn/Gdi zodiac sign; Chochma sefira: LEFT KRUV 
Naftali: Amethyst (purple) choshen crystal; Pisces/Dagim zodiac sign; Crown of Chesed sefira: TORAH 
Gad: Onyx (black) choshen crystal; Scorpio/Akrav zodiac sign, Daat sefira: ARK POLES 
Asher: Aquamarine (blue-green) choshen crystal; Aquarius/Dli zodiac sign; Crown of Torah sefira: Ark 
Benyamin: Opal (all colors) choshen crystal; Sagittarius/Keshet zodiac sign; Netzach sefira: LEFT PILLAR 
Ephraim: Quartz (clear) choshen crystal; Libra/Mozna’im zodiac sign; Yesod sefira: PORCH 
Note: The beauty of Yosef and Menashe were their own crystals. 
xvi British Isles (whose power point is Ireland) are represented by the [Irish] linen of the parochet (denotes “fabric of society”). While Irish linen was on the left of the British Isles, Scotland’s famous wood plaids (which were mostly red, 
like in the parochet) are on the right of the British Isles. Together they help make up the “fabric of society”--here, the colors and fabric of the parochet. The Isle of Skye, which is at the very top of the British Isles, is the tekhelet 
(representing “sky”). So that the British Isles all together represent the parochet separating the Holy of Holies (Arctic Polar Ice Cap and clouds over Scandinavia) from the Holy (menora/continental Europe mountains, shulchan 
hapanim/Ural Mountains, and incense altar/Eiffel Tower). This is the reason for Brexit--Britain’s desire to “separate” from the European Union. They are not part of Continental Europe and have never enjoyed being lumped together 
with them. Their role, after all, as the parochet, is to “separate.” 
xvii  The 8 items of High Priest’s clothing parallel 8 Temple items. Whereas the High Priest’s clothing atones for 8 sins (bad actions or faulty midot), the Temple items do not atone but rather heal bodily damage from these 8 sins.  
xviii  The mizbei’ach is separate from and opposite the Beit HaMikdash since, in offering up sacrifices on the mizbei’ach, man initiates reaching up to Heaven from below (parallel to Oholiav’s style of inspiration in building the mishkan—
bottom up). Likewise, G-d, in speaking through the kruvim, initiates reaching down from Heaven to earth in the Beit HaMikdash (parallel to Betzalel’s style of inspiration in building the mishkan—top down).  
In Jacob’s dream (Bereishit/Gen. 28), he notes: 

• Bottom-up and top-down motions (“G-d’s angels were going ‘up’ and ‘down’” the ladder connecting Heaven and earth 28:12) and  
• These two motions would be institutionalized in the future two-part plan (mizbei’ach + Temple building) of G-d’s House: “Behold G-d is in this place…. This is none other than the Beit HaElokim [future Beit HaMikdash] and 

this is the gateway to Heaven [future mizbei’ach]….And he called the place Beit El—House of G-d” (28:16-19).  
xix As the tribal boundary between Binyamin and Yehuda ran northeast to southwest through the mizbei’ach, both the sons of Rachel (Yosef/Ephraim/Menashe) and Leah (Reuven, Shimon, Levi, Yehuda, Yissaschar, Zevulun, Dan, 
Naftali, Gad, Asher) had a portion in the atonement. 


